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ABSTRACT 

There is need for visitors to new place to access the locations they are looking for without undue 
delay and/or stressfully asking questions from passer-bys and getting wrong directions. Visitors 
and most staff in Federal Polytechnic Nekede Owerri, find it difficult to locate offices and 
directorates in this large institution due to an eminent poor guiding system. The aim of this paper 
is to provide an in-depth analysis into how to achieve and implement a new effective online 
visitors’ guiding system for higher institutions in Nigeria by creating an online visitors’ guiding 
software system that will help visitors to the polytechnic locate offices they are looking for, in 
real-time. The new system will run on mobile devices which the visitors possess like their smart 
phones. The methodologies to be used in the study include structured systems analysis and 
design – SSADM involving the logical data modeling technique; and prototyping. This online 
software system will ease the stress an average person visiting a higher institution will face in 
trying to locate offices and directorates and also ease the frustration of getting wrong directions. 
This paper will enable the information communication technology body to have a solution to the 
problem of visitors stressfully trying to locate offices and directorates in higher institutions in 
Nigeria. 

Keywords: visitor(s), visitors’ guide, online visitors’ guiding system, offices and directorates, 
office address, app.  

INTRODUCTION 

A visitor is someone who comes to see someone else. A visitor can be called a guest. A guide 
can be a person or a book that shows people around a place or gives instruction on how to carry-
out an activity. A visitor’s guide is a book that shows a guest in a new place his/her way around 
that new environment (Chaney, 2000). Without a visitor’s guide there are chances that a guest 
may be lost or may waste enough time before locating his/her destination. In worse cases, the 
visitor might end up not locating his/her destination at all.   
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Visitor’s guide is of 3 types namely; 

1. Human visitor’s guide 
2. Visitor’s guide book 
3. Computer-based visitor’s guide 

The human visitor’s guide is a person that is skilled with the knowledge of all the areas in a 
particular place and can assist a guest locate any area within the specified vicinity. 
Drawbacks like human mood, aura and communication skills come into play. The visitor’s 
guide book is a written down directional description made for guests to read and use the 
information obtained to locate their sought-for areas in a new place, by them. Drawbacks like 
study boredom, misinterpretation and outright reading euphorbia might come into play here 
(Mac-Cannel, 2011). Computer-based visitor’s guide is a written computer program that 
marries the two previous types of visitor’s guide and yet provides a portable, graphical and 
user-friendly inter-phase for the user. It allows the user to interact with it through the users’ 
laptop or Smartphone, in an online or offline form. It is better than the two previous types 
because it allows for user feedback for improvement purposes.  

Federal polytechnic Nekede, Owerri, Imo state, Nigeria, is a big institution with many offices 
and directorates; therefore it is quite easy for both visitors and some staff not to find their way 
around most areas in the school. Most times, a visitor to the polytechnic gets wrong directions 
when he/she asks passer-bys for directions.  

The new online visitors’ guiding system will possess the following features; 

1. The new system will be an online app which can run on smart mobile devices. 
2. The new system will ask for the user’s present location and intended destination within 

the campus. 
3. The new system will have graphics and directions written in simple English language 

(Pond, 1993). 
4. The new system will be assessed through user-ratings based on satisfactory services. 

The empirical findings from a study carried out between the old visitors’ guiding system and the 
new visitors’ guiding system are as follows; 

Table 1.1 Empirical findings in the old system 

S/N ACTIVITY  RESULT 
1 A visitor wants to locate an office in the 

school. 
Time is wasted before the office is 
found due to wrong directions. 
Most passers-by claim ignorance.  

 
Table 1.2 Empirical findings in the new system 
S/N ACTIVITY  RESULT 
1 A visitor wants to locate an office in the 

school. 
No Time is wasted before the 
office is found. No passer-by is 
asked any question.  
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From tables 1.1 and 1.2 above, it is clear that the automated online visitor’s guiding system is the 
best approach for resolving visitors’ quest for office locations. 

The methodologies used include SSADM which fully means structured systems analysis and 
design methodology and prototyping. The technique of SSADM used is logical data modeling 
which involves displaying already documented information in terms of sign-boards, street 
names; based on the users’ choice of stated options. Throw-away prototyping will be used in the 
experimental stages of the new system in order to make assumptions for un-captioned locations 
(Ruitenberg, 2012). 

The result of this study is the production of an online visitor’s guiding prototype system which 
will ensure that the users arrive at their destinations within the institution without asking any 
other persons or parties for directions. 

 
2.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The theoretical framework of this paper involves a detailed description of how the new software 
designed to solve the problem of visitors’ guiding to sort-for offices and directorates in higher 
institutions in Nigeria achieves this daunting feat. This new software is called online visitor’s 
guiding system to offices and directorates in higher institutions in Nigeria, with Federal 
Polytechnic Nekede, Owerri, Imo state, Nigeria, as a use-case. The theoretical framework for this 
paper is as follows; 
 
2.1 MODUS OPERANDI OF AN ONLINE VISITOR’S GUIDING SYSTEM TO 
OFFICES AND DIRECTORATES IN HIGHER INSTITUTIONS IN NIGERIA, WITH 
FEDERAL POLYTECHNIC NEKEDE, OWERRI, IMO STATE, NIGERIA, AS A USE-
CASE 
The online visitor’s guiding system to offices and directorates in higher institutions in Nigeria, 
with Federal Polytechnic Nekede, Owerri, Imo state, Nigeria, as a use-case, works as follows; 

The user will type in the web address of the online software using any web browser in his/her 
computer system. Examples of computer systems include laptops, smart phone and tablets. When 
the online software loads, the user is presented four options on the home page. They include; 

1. Log in/Register.  
2. State present location option: with drop-down menu. 
3. Search for Office or Directorate Option: with search bar. 
4. Print search result: in written form/in graphical form 
5. Feed back: could call-up a human visitors’ guide.   
6. About us 

Once the user is on the home page of this online software, he/she should register with the system 
or login his/her profile if he/she is already registered. This login protocol will enable the user 
enjoy special features of the software which include remembering last searched office and 
directorate locations and giving of updates on new or re-located offices and directorates. The 
registration process is short and simple with the user specifying the following; surname, first 
name, email address, new password, re-enter new password again and then click on register. 
Once the above process is done successfully, a pop-up message will inform the user that he/she 
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has registered successfully and an email of the user’s password is sent to the user’s email 
address. This email will be referred to, when the user forgets his/her password. If the user is 
already registered, then all the user needs to do is login. The login protocol requires the user to 
enter his/her email address and password, which was used to register on the online system 
(Salazar, 2005). Once this activity is completed successfully, the user clicks on the login button 
and a welcome page with “welcome” plus the user’s first name is displayed. This welcome page 
will have the “State present location” option, which would require the user to choose his/her 
present location from a drop-down menu list of the five needed present locations which include 
the school main gate, school back gate, Umerim gate, the rector’s building and the school’s one 
and only round-about. If the user is an old user, a new option is added to the welcome page 
which is “Previous offices and directorates searched” option. This new special option allows the 
user to choose from a drop-down list any record of an old successful search result from an initial 
search the user must have carried out with the online system. The aim of this option is to save the 
user time of engaging in the search and find process all over again, even if there are offices and 
directorates location change updates (Salazar, 2006). In the case of an office location change for 
a previously searched office location, when the user chooses the old record, a pop-up message 
will alert the user that there has been a location update. The new system will then remind the 
user of his/her present location then and then display in both written and graphical form the 
description to the new office or directorate location.      

After the user has stated his/her present location, then the “Search for office or directorate” 
option is displayed. Here, the user will choose the office or directorate he/she wants the address 
to. This is done by choosing an office or directorate from a drop-down menu that states all the 
offices and directorates in the higher institution. Beside the search bar is a custom search 
hyperlink which will direct the user to the feedback section of the new system, when the user 
does not find the office or directorate of choice from the drop-down menu of the “search for 
offices and directorates” option.  

In the feedback option, the user is required to enter the name of the office or directorate; he/she 
is looking for. When this is done, he/she is then instructed to wait for 10 minutes for the arrival 
of a visitor guiding personnel to his/her present location. The final report on whether the person 
located his/her sort-for office finally, will be entered by the visitors’ guiding personnel in a 
section provided in the feedback option. The feedback page also allows the user to complain 
about an issue with the online system usage or commend the entire process (Salazar, 2008). 
Either way, every feedback is given serious attention and efforts are made by the production 
team of the software to make corrections to any bug that is discovered. 

When the user hits the search button after choosing an office or directorate to find, the new 
system displays a pop-up message “Location found” and then displays a written direction to the 
sort-after office or directorate on a fresh page. After the write-up, there is a hyperlink option to 
view the graphical description of the directions given and also another hyperlink to print out the 
written direction. When the hyperlink to view the graphical description of the directions, is 
clicked, a fresh page is loaded showing labeled boxes and arrows in color to aid direction to 
specified office or directorate locations. This fresh page has a print button which would send a 
hard copy of the page to a connected printer. If the hyperlink to print out the written direction is 
clicked, then the hard copy of the written direction is sent to a connected printer.  
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The “about us” option of the online software, when chosen by the user, loads an information web 
page. This information web page shows the following; what the software is all about, the contact 
address of the software managers, date of production of the software, last software update made 
and terms and conditions of software usage (Salazar, 2010). 

When the user is done using the online software, he/she is advised to bookmark the website for 
faster access next time and then close the page window. 

 

2.2 CONSIDERATIONS 
The following considerations can be made in respect of the method of operation of this online 
visitor’s guiding system to offices and directorates in higher institutions in Nigeria, with Federal 
Polytechnic Nekede, Owerri, Imo state, Nigeria, as a use-case, they include; 

1. There is no guarantee that the user would calm down, carefully study and understand the 
directions given by this software in both written and graphical form. Hence, there is a 
tendency that the user might end-up in a wrong direction even after taking the online new 
system directions. The user is advised to note particularly all his/her movements from all 
the stated present locations, so as to re-trace his/her way back to a stated present location.  
 

2. There is need for all users of the online software to register first and always login with 
their details for searching for offices and directorates on the online software in order to 
identify malicious users who might choose to keep calling on visitors’ guiding personnel 
repeatedly to specified present locations. In order to avoid this incident, the new system 
grays-out the custom search option after it has been used once on every user log-in.   
 
 

3.0 CONCLUSION 
This paper has achieved showcasing the modus operandi of an online visitor’s guiding system to 
offices and directorates in higher institutions in Nigeria, with Federal Polytechnic Nekede, 
Owerri, Imo state, Nigeria, as a use-case. The above endeavor is achievable and feasible. 
Effective application of this online software system will ease the stress an average person 
visiting a higher institution will face in trying to locate offices and directorates and also ease the 
frustration of getting wrong directions.  
 

4.0 RECOMMENDATION 
The following are some recommendations made with respect to this paper; 

1. Government should ensure that network providers in the country reduce drastically their 
price cap of internet data so as to ensure effective usage this online software. 

2. Free workshops and symposiums on computer appreciation should be setup by 
philanthropic groups and bodies in order to ensure that the general populace can 
understand and navigate various online software systems (Wynn, 2010).  

3. There is need for computer production companies to produce cheaper and affordable 
computer systems like smart phones with fast internet access speed that could be used to 
implement this online software.    
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